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Is What You See WhatYou Get? A PostmodemApproach
to UnderstandingWorksof Art
Anne Wolcott
VirginiaBeach City Public Schools
The contemporaryapproachto art education focuses on content that is derived from a
broadrange of the visual artswith an emphasis on what can be learnedfrom works of art.
This is a significant departurefrom earlier aesthetic approacheswhich led to purely formalist criticism in the classroom. Based on the work of ArthurDanto, the authorproposes that teachers develop student abilities to go beyond the visual level of artworksand
enable them to gain access to the complexity of meanings that works of art possess. To
exemplify this practice, an analysis of AdrianPiper's work entitled I Embodyis presented.

"Lookingat art is a tricky business these days. Once time-honoredmethods and
supposedtruthsare falling by the wayside"(Kissick, 1991, p. 16). We now question
the very concept of art and its role in our pluralisticsociety. Modernisttraditionsof
form, aesthetic value, and the autonomy of meaning in art have come under question. Many postmodernartistsand critics "have come to believe that the construction of meaning is the majorissue of today's art"(Risatti, 1990, p. 10). Following
suit, contemporaryart educators have attemptedto reform their approachto curriculumdevelopment,creatinga broader,more comprehensivestudy of art. One of
the fundamentalassumptionsof discipline-basedart education(DBAE) is that content for study can be derived from a broad range of the visual arts with an emphasis on what can be learned from works of art. As students learn to interact with
works of art, refining their perceptions and responses, they become able to gain
access to the powerful meanings and messages. In light of a discipline-based
approach,should art educatorsre-examine beliefs and practices that focus on aesthetic experience as a foundationfor interpretationof works of art?
Past practicesin art educationhave often valued the study of artfor its aesthetic
qualities and ability to induce aesthetic experience (Smith, 1986). These practices
were based on modernisttheories of aesthetic experience posited by philosophers
such as John Dewey in Art as Experience (1934) and Monroe Beardsley in The
Aesthetic Point of View(1982). Such theories focused on distinctive ways of experiencing art objects, such as their emotional impact and the immediatefelt relations
of orderand fulfillment.The qualitiesof a distinctivelyaestheticexperiencewere to
be enjoyed for their own sake, unlike the material(signs and symbols) of an intellectual experience. Consequently,much currentpractice in art education is characterized by describingand analyzingthe elements and principlesof design and emotive content of artworks.Modernisttheories of aesthetic experience are restrictive
because they are inadequatefor dealing with much contemporaryart. The content
of postmodernart is differentfrom that of modernismbecause it deals with issues
of content ratherthan form. Given the natureof contemporaryworks of art, how
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should we explain our responses to works of art?Art educators need a basis for
interpretationthat provides a better foundation for understandingcontemporary
works of art.What do teachersneed to know in orderto foster a betterunderstanding of works of art?
Modernist Theories of Aesthetic Experience
Since the nineteenthcentury,philosophershave concentratedon theories of the
aesthetic, ratherthan theories of beauty and theories of art. In attemptingto define
the aesthetic natureand value of art, they have provided insights that formed the
basis of interpretationof the arts.Philosophersdeveloped the notion of an aesthetic
attitude and argued that any object, artificial or natural,can become an aesthetic
object if a viewer takes an aestheticattitudetowardthat object.As aesthetic attitude
guided "our attention to qualities of art and nature which are 'aesthetically relevant,"' aesthetic qualities became the focal point of aesthetic experience and the
properobject of appreciation(Dickie, 1971, p. 60). Increasingly,theoriesof the aesthetic and its conditions focused on one's experience ratherthan one's understanding of art.
Twentiethcentury theorists such as Dewey and Beardsley followed in the footsteps of earlierphilosophers,developing more fully the concept of aesthetic experience. Both Dewey and Beardsley arguedthatart'svalue lies in its ability to enhance
the viewer's experiences, to engage the human organism in meaningful ways, and
therebyto enhance viewer's lives. Both contendedthat aesthetic experience differs
from ordinaryexperiences,in thatit is more unified, is more coherent,and has a pervasive qualitythatcontrolsthe experience. For Dewey, the essence of artwas not in
the productor artifact,but in the act of experiencing throughcreation and perception. Art became the interactionof the living organism with its environment,an
interactionthat is characteristicof the perceiveras well as the artist.In Beardsley's
view, the aesthetic object had certainformal qualities and relationshipswhich controlled whetherthe viewer had an aesthetic experience. Beardsley arguedthat both
the aestheticobject and the experiencecontainedcharacteristicsof unity,coherence,
and completeness. According to Beardsley, aesthetic experience had no practical
purpose;it was to be enjoyed intrinsically.He set aside moral and cognitive aspects
as being externalto the experience, along with such featuresas the artist'sintention
and emotional effects. Dewey viewed aesthetic experience as a funding of past
experiences which built and constituteda new experience. In aesthetic experience
our past experiences were extractedand fused with the qualities of the new experience, creatinga synthesis of features.
Dewey and Beardsleycharacterizedaestheticexperiencein termsof its qualities.
According to their modernisttheories, there is something immediate, unique, and
preciousaboutan aestheticexperience;it can only be felt, immediatelyexperienced,
and emotionally intuited;it cannot be describedor specifically pointed at. Material
or qualities are absorbedand experiencedthroughinteraction.Thereis a formalpattern of inception,development,and fulfillment. Dewey and Beardsleybelieved that
the most importantdistinction between ordinaryexperience and aesthetic experience is in the materialused by each; in a distinctly aestheticexperience, the emphasis is on qualities. Qualities were to be enjoyed for their own sake, unlike the material (signs and symbols) of an intellectualexperience.When experienceis controlled
by referenceto quality then it is an aesthetic experience.
What makes these philosophersespecially noteworthyare theirexemplaryexplications of aestheticexperience and its significance for art.In his own way, each has
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defined the natureof aesthetic experience, and each strongly influenced our understandingof art in the field of art education.
Modern and Postmodern Art
The same time period that producedDewey's and Beardsley's aesthetic theories
witnessed a correspondingartistic movement that has come to be known as modernism.Rejectingthe past and pursuinginnovationin materialsand form, modernist
artists created their identities by turning inward to concentrateon the self, using
their artworksas vehicles for subjective expression. Such artists believed that art
existed in and of itself and was purely aesthetic without any function, a philosophy
otherwise known as artfor art's sake (Gablik, 1984). As artistsbegan to focus on
change, individuality,and innovative ideas, they producedone style after another.
Many moved away from representationto concentrateon line, color, and form in
their artworks.These developments in modernism turned attention to the formal
qualities of art and aesthetic experience as an end in itself. This revolution against
set standardsmade it difficult to set a single standardby which to judge quality or
define art.
During this modernist period, aestheticians attempted to deal with the ever
changing objects of art, and a theory known as formalismarose from the belief that
formalpropertiessuch as line, color, and shape were exclusively importantin defining and judging the quality of artworks.Formalistsbelieved that what mattersaesthetically are the intrinsicpropertiesof form and that the meaningof each work lies
within itself. "Social content-particularly explicit political matterwas demoted ...
to irrelevance,as 'sullying' the purity or impeding the 'transcendence'of a work"
(Piper, 1993, p. 58). Accordingto formalists,works of artwere aboutform, not content, and this became the defining natureof art. But these views were not to last.
Graduallyboth the art forms and the critical models of the modernist period
began to be challengedin postmoderntheory and practice.Postmodernism,the term
given to the currentera, is thought to have originatedin the 1970s (Risatti, 1990).
While modernismreflected optimism in its explorationsof styles and techniques,
postmodernismseems to be characterizedby an air of skepticism. Issues of aesthetic quality,originality,content, and modes of interpretationoccupy the thoughts
and practices of the world of art and philosophy.Within the artworldthere is pluralism, acknowledging a variety of styles, utilizing pastiche, kitsch, repetition,and
appropriationin works of art. In rejecting formalism, postmodern artists rely on
allegory, narrative,metaphor,and juxtapositionof unrelatedimages. They offer art
that questions assumptions about beauty, formal relations, originality, and selfexpression. Critic Donald Kuspit characterizedcontemporaryart as lacking in
morality and spirituality(Heartney, 1987). Thus, the content of postmodernart is
significantly different from that of modernism.Artists deal with content such as
social and political issues, the marketplaceand the art object as a commodity, the
artobject as a critiqueof society and culture,and the lack of a standardon which to
base quality.
Postmodernismis still evolving, as are its theories of art and criticism. Art has
become critical,critiquingboth cultureand society. It has become necessaryto learn
the language of the world of art and the critics in order to gain insights into contemporaryworks of art. The language of modernismwas enclosed within the artwork, whereas postmodernart seeks to be understoodin the broadercontext of a
dialogue between artworkand society. Today,a work of art might be looked at as a
document:what does it have to say?
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The art of the presentis situatedat a crossroadsand the tenets of modernisttheories such as style, form, or aesthetic sublimity are not the initial concern of artists
(Foster, 1985). Contemporarywork does not necessarily "bracketart for formal or
perceptual experiment, but seeks its affiliations with other practices" (p. 99).
According to Foster,artistsare attemptingto promptthe observerto read meanings
and messages in their signs and symbols ratherthan merely contemplatingaesthetic qualities in an art object-a far cry from the aesthetic stance that Dewey and
Beardsley described.
As Foster contends, postmodernistart is concernedwith the interconnectionsof
power and knowledge, not the purity of artisticmediums. This concern is exemplified in the work of contemporaryartistssuch as Allan McCollum, who concentrates
mainly on the art object and how its success is related to social institutions.
According to Foster,McCollum's concern is "the economic manipulationof the art
object-its circulationand consumptionas a commodity-sign"(p. 104). McCollum
has createdthousandsof surrogatepaintingswhich consist of mat, frame, and blank
image as a statementaboutthe public's desire for control throughconsumptionand
the emptinessof this picturefetish. Like otherpostmodernartists,McCollumhas little patience for those of us who ignore the connection between art and the marketplace.
Similarly, issues of sexuality and gender are explicitly explored in much postmoder art. In 1990, Craig Owens observed that in "the modernistperiod the universalizing aesthetics of form was the claim of art to representan authentic,coherent vision of the world based on man's [humanbeings'] naturalsensibilities. In the
postmodernperiod, the aesthetics of form is no longer accepted as universal truth,
and any claim to an authentic,coherentvision of the world is now believed to be a
culturalconstructionwhich postmodernistworks of artseek to undermineor deconstruct"(p. 178). Owens discussed the role of gender in modernismand postmodernism, describinghow representationis linked to masteryand dominationthrough
the "masternarrative."As Owens pointedout, postmodernistwork attemptsto adopt
the stability of that masteringposition, particularlywith the presence of a definite
feminist voice.
MarthaRosler's The Bowery in Two InadequateDescriptive Systems(1974-75),
for example, is a work that consists of photographsof storefrontsin the Bowery
with text relatingto inebrietysuperimposedon the images. The technical crudityof
this work is designed to question the validity of both verbal and visual representation. In this sense, Rosler not only "exposes the 'myths' of photographicobjectivity and transparency,"she also "upsetsthe (moder) belief in vision as a privileged
means of access to certaintyand truth"(p. 198). This skepticalattitudetowardvisual detachmentis characteristicof postmodernartists who believe "thatvision cannot actually be disinterestedor indifferent"(p. 198). Recently many visual artists,
particularlyfeminist artists, have become interestedin the issue of representation
and sexuality-both masculine and feminine. By showing that vision/sight and representationare linked to patriarchy,feminist artistshave sought to expose the hidden means of dominationin visual images (Owens, 1990).
Other artists such as Nancy Spero use similarly disruptive,confrontationaltactics: "a cinematic stream of broken discourse,"a "creationof a 'discontinuum'of
images focusing on particularacts of historicalviolence" (Kuspit, 1990, p. 103). In
Tortureof Women(1976), which consists of sheets of paper20 inches by 9 feet long,
made of 4 units linked together in a mural-continuum,Spero uses "archaicimages
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of women and quotationsof archaic myths of violence against women to create a
broadening,archetypaleffect" (p. 106). In the work she combines "ancientquotes
of repressionand torture"with case histories "to show the timelessness of this practice" of torture,and the plight of women as victims of a male ideology (p. 108).
Spero has createdan artof ideas; the subjectmatteris straightforwardand crass,
creatingan anti-aestheticeffect. As Kuspit points out, artistslike Spero coerce "the
spectatorto drop her/his [a]estheticguard-her/his psychic distance and emotional
reserve"(p. 105). The lack of formalunity in her work remindsus "thatall artis not
transcendentalin purpose, and art that is transcendentalis more likely to be ideological than critical," suggesting that aesthetic harmonyis false to existing reality
(p. 104).
In these and other ways, postmodernistartistsseek to challenge modernistideas
of the formal and stylistic integrityof the individualwork. As Foster (1983) points
out, the rubric"anti-aesthetic"is not intended as the negation of art or representation, "butratheras a critiquewhich destructuresthe orderof representationsin order
to reinscribe them" (p. xv). He furthersuggests that the very notion of aesthetic
experience is being challenged.Like otherfacets of postmodernism,the " 'anti-aesthetic' also signals a practice. . . that is sensitive to cultural forms engaged in a
politic (e.g., feminist art) or rooted in a vernacular-that is, to forms that deny the
idea of a privileged aesthetic realm"(p. xv).
Contemporary Art Education
As notions of art education change, many art educators are beginning to
acknowledge the cognitive dimension of art and consequentlyare questioningwhat
should be taught. What-canbe learned from and about works of art and how students make connections between this information,their own lives, and the world is
a primary aim of contemporaryart education. Advocates of a discipline-based
approachsuch as Clark, Day, and Greer (1987), have contended that works of art
present us with intricate meanings, and to comprehend such meanings requires
developing abilities to explain them. Therefore,one aim of a discipline-basedcurriculum is to develop students'ability to interpretworks of art on a more sophisticated and challenginglevel. ThoughDBAE is more an outgrowthof reformsin education thanof postmodernismin art,theoreticallyit could be adaptedfor explication
and interpretationof postmodernistworks.
However, currentideology and practicein arteducationare embeddedin contradictions and often appearto vacillate between modernistand postmodernisttheories
of art.According to Wilson (1988), along with DBAE's new ideological ingredient,
DBAE's "intellectualideals are post- and pre-modernist,while its aesthetictheories
and practicesare essentially modernist"(p. 64). Evidence of a postmodernapproach
is more prevalent in the scholarly literature(Clark, Day, & Greer, 1987; Parks,
1989) than in actualpracticein the classroom, since formalisttheories and practices
thatcharacterizedthe modernistperiod are still the most popularapproachto teaching art.
Many art educatorscontinue to use modernistworks of art from which to teach.
In many instances the influence of AbstractExpressionismstill dominatesthe content of art teaching and the types of artworksused in the classroom (Parks, 1989).
These works and others like them may be so widely used in the classroom because
they can be dealt with successfully by using modernisttheories as a foundationfor
understanding.Students are asked to describe the shapes, lines, colors, and other
formalelements in a work of artand discuss how this makes the student"feel."Also
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in many schools instructionin studio activities is still primarilyorganized around
the concepts of line, shape, value, and color. It appearsthatthe conceptionsmost art
educatorshold of how works of art should be interpretedstill rely on modernisttheories (Smith, 1986). But are modernist practices of interpretationsufficient in a
postmodernworld?
AbstractExpressionistand Abstractworks of art could be dealt with successfully by using modernisttheories as a foundationfor interpretation.However, the subject matterof contemporaryartis often more complex, more puzzling, and does not
lend itself to formalist interpretation.For observers of contemporaryart, it has
become necessaryto seek more thanan immediateresponseto the appearanceof the
work;they seek a myriadof access points and interpretiveresponses. Changingthe
approachto interpretingworks of art requires a look to other theories of art that
enable the viewer to broadenexperience and understanding.
Postmodern Theory of Interpretation
A basis for interpretationis providedin ArthurDanto's theory of artpresentedin
his book The Transfigurationof the Commonplace(1981). Danto's theory offers a
new account of what constitutes works of art. Unlike modernist theorists, Danto
charges that the observer must attendto the non-exhibitedqualities of a work. We
must look not only at the relationshipof elements within the work, but also beyond
the object to its historical, rhetorical,and philosophical contexts in order to comprehendits meanings. In this way our interpretationconstitutesthe work of art.
At the core of Danto's theoryis the belief that works of art are about something,
that they are createdto present a view of the world and to affect our attitudesand
visions of the world. Danto argues that works of art can be thought of as an externalizationof the artist'sconsciousness, as if we could see the artist'sway of seeing,
not merely what the artistsaw. He insists thatwe cannotoverlook the fact thatworks
of art derive their identities and structurefrom historicaland causal matrices.Their
meanings and associations are bound to the cultural frameworkof the time and
assume causal connections with an artisticenvironment.Thus works of artembody
ideas that express an age-the beliefs and attitudesthat define a world by those living in that period. It is throughthe attributesof style and expression that the viewer discovers these ideas.
Danto furtherarguesthat artistsdo not merely assert these facts or ideas in their
works;they suggest them in ways intendedto transformthe way the viewer receives
them. In this respect, he contends that art aims at some effect and transformationin
our affirmationof the way the world is viewed.
Danto claims the artist's use of rhetoric and metaphoris an attemptto get the
viewer to take towardthe work an attitudewhich involves more thanrecognitionof
a truthor an idea. Worksof art can cause viewers to heighten and confirm convictions or transformtheir ways of thinkingabout their convictions.
More importantly,Danto contendsthatinterpretationis puzzling to a personwith
insufficientknowledge. He acknowledgesthatat one point in the historyof art,there
was "a complicity between artistand spectator,in which the latterwas to disregard
the paint and gape at the Transfiguration,to stand dumb" in front of it (p. 108).
However, he argues that this is no longer true. Works of art are about something.
They have meanings that can be distinguished from those held by other cultural
objects, and this opens up possibilities for talking aboutthem. He suggests that aesthetic understandingis far closer to intellectualaction (cognition) than to a mode of
sensory stimulationand calls for an aesthetic stance as somethingthathas to be con-
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structed.Hence, Danto's theory of artpresentsa foundationfor interpretationthat is
predicatedon our understandingof art being culturally,philosophically,and historically developed. Contemporaryworks of art demand such an approach. ,
What does this mean for the classroom teacherand student?First, as teacherswe
must decide which works of artto select for study.Thoughpre-modernand modern
art are not excluded from this approachto interpretation,we might look particularly to such artistsas Hans Haacke, Leon Golub, Spero, Piper, or Cindy Shermanas
examples. Typical of the contemporaryartworld, these artists confront us with
issues that are sometimes difficult to deal with and not always easy to understand.
Therefore,if arteducatorsselect such works of artto be used in the classroom,they
must present them in a more studied context. Not unlike critics, teacherswill have
to "get into" the work, understandit, before they attemptto explain it (Feldman,
1994). Teacherswill not only have to know something about the history of art, but
also about the artworldand art theories in orderto be able to teach about and from
contemporaryworks of art.Although some art educatorsdo not stress the cognitive
aspects of art, others value both the experience (emotive) and understandingof art.
A combinationof approachesis not mutuallyexclusive; formalistconcerns arejust
partof interpretation.By combining moder and postmoderninterpretations,teachers will include formalistconcerns and broadentheir interpretationsto addressadequately the content of postmodernart.As a case in point, we might look to the contemporaryartistAdrianPiper. How would we teach about and interprether works
from a modernand postmodernperspective?
Postmodern Art
Adrian Piper works in a variety of media: installation, photographs, charts,
photo-text collage, video, drawing, mixed-media, and descriptive language. Piper
claims that her work focuses on concepts ratherthan medium. She views her art as
political, conceptual, and moral, primarilyfocusing on issues of racism, xenophobia, and racial stereotyping.Piper's artpushes the "boundariesof content and form,
... reinventingthe relationshipbetween viewers and art"(Szakacs, 1993, p. 2). She
attemptsto involve the viewer both psychologically and physically in the "indexical present,"the "hereandnow" of the artwork.Accordingto Berger(1990), she has
"shiftedthe involvement of the spectator;neitherartistor (sic) viewer is permitted
the usual defensive rationalizationsthat exempt us from the political responsibility
of examining our own racism"(Berger, 1990, p. 95). In this sense the viewer is not
a contemplatorof the aesthetic, but an active participantin constructingand interpretingthe work's messages.
An interpretationof the work I Embody (1975) might begin with a description
of the work: the data gathering.This is crucial in both a formalist as well as in a
postmoderninterpretation.The materialsPiper uses for this two-dimensionalpiece
consist of an 8" x 10"photographand oil crayon.The work is a photo-text-drawing,
which depicts a partially concealed image of a person's face, possibly male or
female, wearing glasses and holding a cigarette.The image of the face is close-up,
with eyes staringat the viewer throughwhat appearto be sunglasses. A hand holding the cigarette in front of the mouth, along with shadows, conceals most of the
face. In the upperleft corer is a white area in which is written, "I embody everything you most hate and fear."The text and the face appearto commandequal attention. As we progressthroughthe descriptionof the work-the medium,the text, and
possibly the subjectmatter-we are compelled to interpretwhat we see. In the popular modernist approachwe would attend to the formal elements, our discussion
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focusing primarilyon the composition,unity,lines, colors, shapes, and principlesof
design. We might ask such questions as these: What colors has the artistused? What
is the textureof the person's hair?What shapes do you see? What does the writing
say? Can anyone guess what it means? How is balance achieved in the work ? Can
you find a focal point?What does it mean?Does this work have a pleasing arrangement of shapes, form? How is unity achieved? What mood or feeling is expressed
in the artwork?From these questions studentscan give and get a descriptionof the
work, how the elements and principles of design relate and function in it, and possibly some speculationsaboutthe relationshipsof the image, materials,and subject
matterof the work. But unless we carryinterpretationbeyond this point, we are left
to wonder about the image of the person and who is making this statement.Or is it
a statement?Or a thought?Whatis the possible relationshipbetween the person,the
cigarette,or the glasses? We can only guess at the significance of the partiallyconcealed face, and wonder how it relates to the text. Does the text overpower the
image? And what does the visual ambiguityof the person suggest?
Without contextual informationsuch speculations will be just that, a guessing
game as to the meaning of the work. A purely formalist interpretationof Piper's
work leaves too much to the students'imagination.A different approachto interpretationoffers a better understandingand appreciationof this work.
Danto's theory of art as a foundationfor interpretationprovides insights not possible throughformalisticinterpretation.Externalinformationaboutthe artist'sbiographyand otherworks of art,and the society and period in which the work was produced, can contribute to a better understandingof the artwork (Barrett, 1993).
Admittedlythis approachentails more work on the partof teacherand studentalike.
Teacherswill have to presentworks of artin a more studiedcontext, knowing something aboutthe history of art,the artworld,and arttheories which will betterenable
them to explain the artist'sintentions,theoriesof artthe work rejectsor internalizes,
technique, and style. Students will also have to develop a groundingin art theory
and art history and knowledge about the culturaland art historical contexts of the
work. Coming to this work with priorknowledge aboutPiper,aboutpossible arthistoricalreferences,aboutpolitics and the artworld,and aboutracial stereotypingwill
assist teachers in guiding students toward a more plausible and complete understandingof I Embody.
Research will provide informationabout Adrian Piper, her lack of a signature
style, her influences, and in some cases her intent.There appearsto be a consensus
among critics that Piper's work demands contextual information or references
(Berger, 1990; Johnson, 1990). Her work is noted for its critique of political and
social issues, and accordingto Johnson,Piperwants to focus our attentionon racism
and "to expose to the viewer his or her own more or less subliminalracism"(1990,
p. 156). Piper likes to confront the viewer in the act of viewing, in what she calls
the "indexicalpresent."She states that she wants her work to have a "catalytic,confrontationaleffect" and that it is "designedto put viewers in touch with their fear"
(Hayt-Atkins, 1991, p. 51). In this sense, the viewer is required to immediately
reflect upon his or her own personalideas and feelings in relationto Piper's art.But
this system of intentions, both literal and metaphorical,will be difficult to understandunless the observerhas some knowledge of arthistory,arttheory,culture,and
politics. For instance,the person's image, the text, and the mode of presentationare
visual allusions which requiresome backgroundknowledge to decipher.
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Our knowledge about Piper herself and the role visual and verbal ambiguity
plays in her art contributeto a better understandingof it. Looking at the image of
the person we might wonder about gender and ethnic background.We might ask,
"who is this person?"If we have knowledge of Piper's personal history we would
know she grew up the daughterof light-skinnedparentswho identified themselves
as African.To look at Piper one might assume she is white, but like her parentsshe
identifies herself as African. She often uses this contradictionabout herself in her
work to suggest messages aboutracial stereotyping.Piper portrayingherself as anyone might assist us in understandingthe relationshipbetween image and text. If we
were to look at her other works we would realize that often she portraysherself in
ambiguousroles: eithermale or female and as black or white. She also uses self-presentation as a way to deal with the idea that "racial difference is nothing but a
myth,"that thereis no connectionbetween looks and ancestry;in all probabilitywe
all have African ancestry(Berger, 1990). Thus we soon realize the image portrayed
could be Piper as well as you or me. In this sense the identificationof structuralelements begins to fall into place. Is she expressing pride in her African ancestry,or
probingfor attitudestowardrace?Any informationabout the artistwe bring to this
work will assist our interpretation.
From such informationwe can better understandPiper's use of the image, the
text, and their relationship. We would discover that the text is also ambiguous
dependingon who the observeris. Is the viewer white or black?What are the viewer's attitudes,political position, social status?All of these criteriadeterminehow the
text can be interpreted.If we know that Piper likes to infuse conceptual language
with the personal and political, then we start to set up a system of intentions
(Szakacs, 1993). Upon reading the text, how do we interpret"I" and "you?"Her
play on words invites us to wonderwho is being referredto: the subjectin the work,
the viewer, or both? If we know about Piper's penchantfor open-endedinterpretations, then multiple meanings can be discussed. We can bring in personalhistories,
social experience, and culturalissues to discuss the connotationsof each possible
meaning. Consequently,these non-exhibitedqualities and associations enable us to
betterunderstandPiper's messages.
Additional informationabout Piper might assist the teacherin encouragingstudents to go beyond the appearanceof the work to discuss its relationto art history
and artistic theory. As a young artist, Piper was influenced by the concept of the
avant garde: pushing boundaries,breaking new ground. Thus Piper developed "a
way of making art that embracedequally autobiography,mass media images, text,
performance,and social critique"(Szakacs, 1993, p. 2). Her work's visual style is
also not an end in itself. She employs the anti-aesthetic,foregoing qualitiesof beauty, pleasurableexperience, and traditionalmaterials.InsteadPiper focuses on transforming the viewer throughimage and dialogue. She attemptsto effect an internal
political change in the viewer, "independentlyof-the viewer's abstractaesthetic
evaluationof my work"(Piper, 1990, p. 290). Her work promptsus to question our
own ideas about social differences. We are also provoked to ask, who me? Piper's
art has more than an aesthetic purpose; there is a social, political purpose. Our
knowledge of Piper's life and thoughtcombined with a formalistdescriptionof her
work builds a responsive understanding.
These non-exhibited qualities and associations enable us to better understand
Piper's messages. Equippedwith informationaboutracial stereotyping,racism, and
politics, we can come to understandthe title and its implications in the work. We
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realize that Piper is confronting the viewer's fears, beliefs, and misconceptions
about xenophobia.Interpretationleads us to fitting the puzzle together,to building
our responsiveunderstandingto what Piper is expressing.Withoutsuch information
it would be difficult to put the work togetheror to feel its power, its "indexicalpresence." With such information,we can speculate about how we would see the work
if we did not know about racial stereotypingor even about Piper herself. From this
informationwe have constructedan interpretationof Piper's work, while developing a theory as to what the work is about,what its subjectis. If we come to the work
already possessing knowledge that Piper deals with political content over formal
concerns, we are that much closer to understandingthe subject of the work.
Piper's approach,which provokes the viewer to experience,react, and even to be
transformedby the art object, illustratesthat viewers need to come to works of art
with knowledge of art history,art theory,and a culturalcontext to see them both as
objects with formal propertiesand as a realm of meaning. It is the interconnections
of all the elements, both internal and external, that lead to our understandingof
works of art.
Conclusion
The twentiethcenturyhas witnessed a revolution in aesthetic theory and artistic
intention.Early 20th century philosopherslike Dewey and Beardsley saw the role
of art as limited to producing an aesthetic experience, and modernistartists, with
their exclusive focus on formal elements, seemed to echo such a philosophical
stance. Contemporaryartists have explicitly sought to connect their works to the
social, political, and historical contexts in which they live. Art educators need to
develop methods of interpretationwhich can addresspostmodernart.
ArthurDanto has presenteda theory of art that can change the way we define,
interpret,and respond to works of art. He has provided a definition of art which
makes it relevantto cultural,social, philosophical, and historical conditions.As he
has argued,we must shift our conceptions of interpretationto a broader,more global approach.In this way we might have a bettertheory for interpretingworks of art
and a betterfoundationfor teaching studentsto understandtheir meanings.
Danto's theory of art as a foundationfor interpretationprovides insights not possible with a formalistinterpretation.Admittedlythis approachentails more work on
the partof teacherand studentalike. Teacherswill have to presentworks of art in a
more studiedcontext, knowing something aboutthe history of art,the artworld,and
art theories which will better enable them to explain the artist'sintentions,theories
of art the work rejects or internalizes,technique,and style. Studentswill also have
to develop a groundingin art theory, art history, and knowledge about the cultural
and arthistoricalcontexts of the work. But detailed backgroundresearchwill guide
studentstowarda more plausible and complete understandingof contemporaryart.
It is possible that students will learn different ways of viewing the world and
realize new possibilities through their interpretations.Acquiring insights into the
social, cultural,and institutionalcontexts might also enable them to reflect on and
question their own beliefs and values. In this respect, a postmodernapproachto art
educationlays a foundationwhich provides a betterunderstandingof contemporary
art;both in the present and in the future.
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